NAR's Clear Cooperation Policy 8.0
The Clear Cooperation Policy 8.0 will take effect in
the Charleston Regional MLS on May 1, as mandated
by NAR for all Association-owned MLS’s.
This policy brings about changes in the MLS that will
increase cooperation in the market as a whole, and
works to ensure cooperation amonst fellow broker
participants.
Membership with the CHS Regional MLS will ensure,
more than ever, that you have the latest data at your
fingertips, and mutual cooperation with your member
peers.

What is the Clear Cooperation Policy?
The Clear Cooperation Policy 8.0 is an NAR Board of Director-approved mandate that requires
listings be submitted to the MLS for cooperation with other broker participants within one
business day of public marketing.
Within one (1) business day of marketing a property to the public, the listing broker
must submit the listing to the MLS for cooperation with other MLS participants.
Public marketing includes, but is not limited to, flyers displayed in windows, yard
signs, digital marketing on public facing websites, brokerage website displays
(including IDX and VOW), digital communications marketing (email blasts), multibrokerage listing sharing networks, and applications available to the general public.

Why do we need it?

Brokers and MLSs from across the country asked NAR
to consider policy that will reinforce the consumer
benefits of cooperation.
The MLS creates an efficient marketplace and reinforces
the pro-competitive, pro-consumer benefits that
REALTORS® have long sought to support. After months
of discussion and consideration within NAR’s MLS
Technology and Emerging Issues Advisory Board, this
proposal was brought forth for the industry to discuss
and consider, then approved by NAR's Board of
Directors.

NAR's Rationale: Distribution of listing information and cooperation among MLS participants is procompetitive and pro-consumer. By joining an MLS, participants agree to cooperate with other MLS participants
except when such cooperation is not in their client's interests. This policy is intended to bolster cooperation and
advance the positive, pro-competitive impacts that cooperation fosters for consumers. The public marketing of
a listing indicates that the MLS Participant has concluded that cooperation with other MLS participants is in
their client’s interests.

What is changing for CHS MLS?
Under the NAR 8.0 policy, Within one (1) business day of marketing a property to the public, the listing
broker must submit the listing to the MLS for cooperation with other MLS participants.
CHS MLS understands that you and your client may have preparations that require more than
one business day. In that case, properties should not be publicly marketed, until they are ready to
be entered in MLS within 1 business day.

Public marketing includes, but is not limited to, flyers displayed in windows,
yard signs, digital marketing on public facing websites, brokerage website
displays (including IDX and VOW), digital communications marketing (email
blasts), multi-brokerage listing sharing networks, and applications available
to the general public.

Key takeaways

01
Listings must be entered into the MLS within one
business day of publicly marketing the property
under the new NAR policy

02
Under 8.0, a critically important date, is the date
on which the public marketing begins

03

Listings that need preparation time prior to MLS
entry should not be publicly marketed until they
are within 1 business day of MLS entry, and should
be ready for showing scheduling on entry

When do I enter my listing?
Within ONE business day after your first public marketing action.
If you need extra time to prepare your listing for entry, you may wait, however you may NOT
publicly market during the time that you are delaying MLS entry. Other than this crucial entry
point - based on your public marketing actions - listing entry remains the same.

My listing is
ready for MLS entry

Public
Marketing

My listing is NOT
ready for MLS entry

=

Important questions...
Does this change
when my listing must
be available to show?

Listings must be available for showing scheduling upon
MLS entry. Sellers who need to have restricted showing
hours may set those in ShowingTime.

What if my seller
does not want to use
MLS at all?

Sellers who wish to not publicly market their property
at all, may choose to execute an Office Exclusive listing,
if their brokerage allows them to do so. Always consult
with your Broker-in-Charge on Office Exclusive listings.

What counts as
"public marketing"?

Per the NAR policy text, public marketing includes, but
is not limited to, flyers displayed in windows, yard signs,
digital marketing on public facing websites, brokerage
website displays (including IDX and VOW), digital
communications marketing (email blasts), multibrokerage listing sharing networks, and applications
available to the general public.

What if my seller
publicly advertises
their property?

NAR's Clear Cooperation policy refers to the marketing
of the property, not WHO markets it. Sellers will need
to be made aware to not advertise their property prior
to the agreed upon public marketing date.

Support + Resources
We know that this is a change - it is for us here at the MLS, too. But we are navigating through it
with the belief that the increased cooperation will help our industry grow stronger.
The CHS Regional Board of Directors, the MLS Issues & Policies Advisory Group, and the MLS staff,
have worked tirelessly to ensure that we have what we need to guide us through this change.

Read more about MLS 8.0 at CHSMLS.com

Contact MLS Support at Support@CHSMLS.com

CHSMLS.com

